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INTRODUCTION 
Richard Jackson has been one of the central figures in the art scene on the US West Coast since 
the 1970s. 
Jackson’s oeuvre may essentially be divided into two phases: the first phase, beginning in 1970 
with canvases as painting and installation elements, and the second phase starting around 1990 
with machine-painted sculptures and installations. The first phase culminates in the work Big 
Ideas from 1980, counted among the most important works of recent times by Pontus Hultén, 
founding director of the MOCA in Los Angeles. This work, executed in several versions, consists 
of 1,000 (!) hand-made stretched canvases that Jackson then covered with paint and stacked one 
on top of the other in the shape of, for example, a wall, squeezing the paint out at the edges 
where it dried. Jackson eventually realized that it was the machine that would further his 
expansion of painting and its production process. This machine applies the paint independent 
from any artistic control and delivers random results. In this second phase, Jackson primarily 
creates installations and spaces that appear like “tableaux vivants”, where the painting machines 
act as integral protagonists. In these works, Jackson, in terms of content, frequently refers to his 
personal world, such as to hunting, something he pursued quite often together with his friend and 
early patron, Edward Kienholz, but also to iconic works of recent art history by Marcel Duchamp 
and Jasper Johns, among others. His search for a truly contemporary painting that transcends 
the achievements of Abstract Expressionism and combines them with the media and techniques 
of Pop Art had indeed found a comprehensible form.   
This phase also includes the Rooms, as Jackson called them, created from 2005 with a total of 
twelve different works to date. Jackson refers to the Rooms as “painted environments”; he made 
the original version – a bedroom faithfully reproduced in every detail and covered abundantly with 
paint – in his studio between 1976 and 1982. Yet Jackson destroyed it because he considered it 
still too closely related to traditional painting. The later remake Bed Room is shown in the 
exhibition UNEXPECTED UNEXPLAINED UNACCEPTED, as are a further four of Jackson’s 
Rooms. Presented for the first time in Germany, The War Room consists of a room-sized object 
in the shape of a geodesic dome by Richard Buckminster Fuller, surrounded by paint splattering 
ducks à la Donald Duck in military attire. The Dining Room on the other hand tells the grotesque 
story of a family of five whose father squats on the table with his pants down while a chandelier 
above him illuminates the words “HOME SWEET HOME”. Furthermore, The Maid’s Room recalls 
Marcel Duchamp’s Étant donnés (1946–66) where through a hole in a door a naked female body 
can be observed in front of a waterfall. The version by Jackson, based on instructions written by 
Duchamp, also shows a naked woman lying on a bed, holding a red-stained vacuum cleaner pipe 
in her hand. Finally, there is The Delivery Room, which appears like a still from a horror film and 
reveals Jackson's biting, at times scatological humor vis-a-vis social and art historical 
conventions. 
Richard Jackson was born in 1939 in Sacramento, California, USA. From 1959 to 1961 Jackson 
studied engineering at Sacramento State College. In 1968 he moved to Pasadena, Los Angeles, 
where Kienholz introduced him to the city. For five years Jackson and fellow artist Bruce Nauman 
lived in a house in Pasadena previously owned by curator Walter Hopps. Hopps once aptly 
compared Jackson’s conceptual painting with Nauman’s conceptual sculpture. From 1989 to 
1994 Jackson taught art at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). He still lives and 
works in California to this day. 
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WORKS OF THE EXHIBITION 
 
Bed Room, 2002 

Bed Room is the continuation of an initial version that Jackson had worked on about twenty-five 

years earlier, between 1976 and 1982. For the original Bedroom, the artist personally built an 

entire bedroom: a double bed, bedside tables with books and a telephone, a floor lamp on the 

side, a wardrobe, and a cabinet. All in all, an average room, only that after Jackson had finished 

with it, it looked as if someone had gone on a rampage: from top to bottom, the room was 

covered in gestural color traces and splashes. Even the books and the clothes hanging from the 

drawers had been painted. But Jackson wasn’t satisfied with the result: “The bedroom was an 

experiment in my studio to see if I could expand the painting. … but in my mind it was still 

essentially traditional painting done in a traditional way.” Jackson later destroyed the precursor 

that only few had seen in the original. While the artist initially still acted as a painter in his first 

attempt, in the later version of the Bed Room exhibited here he delegated this task to the bed 

itself, or rather to a rotating lift mounted under the bed, which allowed the application of paint to 

the ceiling. The shift in roles is reminiscent of Jackson’s Wall Paintings, for which, as early as the 

1970s, the artist applied paint with stretched canvases turned toward the wall. 
 
The Delivery Room, 2006–2007 
The delivery takes place behind closed doors, more precisely in a box with a rather clinical 
appearance, into which a small circular window is embedded, similar to those in hospital wards. 
Behind it, curious viewers can see a birth in full swing. The scene resembles a battlefield: 
newborns, abdominal prostheses, and paint buckets are lying around; funnels and tubes pump 
paint into ears, mouths, and pretty much all available bodily orifices, only to drain out elsewhere 
later. As in many of Richard Jackson’s installations, paint in this case implies bodily fluids and 
excrement. To activate the work, Jackson rotated the table with the doctor and woman around its 
axis, so that the paint was dispersed throughout the room. Live footage of the birth of the child 
from the delivery room recorded by the child's father is shown on monitors. But who—or, better, 
what—is actually delivered here? It is not too far fetched that it is painting itself that the 
protagonists give birth to (who are programmatically kept in the primary colors of red, blue, and 
yellow). After all, the metaphor of the exhausting and downright agonizing act of creation has 
often been employed, not least in relation to Abstract Expressionism. The Delivery Room, 
however, turns it into such a comically savage affair that little remains of the heroic pathos of the 
painter.  
 
The Dining Room, 2006–2007 
Richard Jackson once listed all kinds of spaces that could be used as scenarios for his Rooms. 
Naturally, many of them came from the domestic sphere, such as the bedroom, living room, 
bathroom, laundry room, and of course the dining room. For the latter, Jackson imagined an 
escalated dinner scenario, where the father of the family literally unloads his stress at the dinner 
table after a bad day at work. As a sketch reads, “Dad shares all the shit from work at the dinner 
table gripe gripe!” As expected of Jackson, who likes to incorporate into his work his penchant for 
wordplays, ambiguities, and little corny jokes, you are invited to take the quoted motto at its word. 
The father sits in the midst of plates and cutlery with his bare chest and his pants lowered, while 
the chandelier flashes around his head announcing “HOME SWEET HOME.” The rest of the 
family is gathered around the table, as if lifted from an American cartoon. The actions of the 
father leave their traces across the table and floor and even across the other family members. 
Their role in the spectacle, however, is more than a passive one—Jackson indeed turns them into 
his involuntary accomplices, literally funneling paint into them until it shoots and runs from various 
bodily orifices. They complete the painting with their actions as anthropomorphic painting 
machines. 
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The Maid’s Room, 2006–2007 
The Maid’s Room is based on an iconic installation by Marcel Duchamp, which he worked on 
between 1946 and 1966: In his Étant donnés: 1° la chute d’eau, 2° le gaz d’éclairage, the viewer 
peers through two peepholes in a timber wall at the same scene as in Jackson’s work, only 
Duchamp placed his model on a forest floor. Jackson also substituted the two motifs that the title 
describes as “given”: the waterfall is replaced by the sink and the gas lamp by the vacuum 
cleaner pipe. Yet the essence remains, namely, the voyeuristic and simultaneously restricted 
view. Duchamp, in turn, took his motif from a long pictorial tradition, with the gaze on the female 
gender not only a piquant subject, but also a metaphor for the pleasure of looking and 
creativeness as such. This includes Gustave Courbet’s painting L’Origine du Monde of 1866, 
which renders a frontal view of the vulva of the model depicted only as a torso. Duchamp quoted 
not only the woman’s pose, but also the control of the gaze inherent in the history of Courbet’s 
painting: for decades the work had remained hidden behind curtains, timber walls, and other 
paintings. Jackson likes the fact that Étant donnés only reveals a small portion of itself: “What that 
piece does is what I’d like my paintings to do. They’re all finished, nobody saw how you did them, 
so they have to imagine what the process was.” 
 
The War Room, 2006–2007 
In 1946, the architect and visionary Richard Buckminster Fuller registered a patent for a map of 
the world that he had laid out on twenty equilateral triangles. The unusual structure allowed 
Fuller’s Dymaxion Map, in contrast to previous world maps, to depict the continents as an almost 
contiguous island and with proportionally correct country sizes. When the artist Jasper Johns was 
invited to exhibit a work in the US Pavilion, also designed by Fuller, at the Expo in Montreal in 
1967, he realized the Dymaxion Map as a monumental painting measuring approximately 4.5 
meters in height and 9 meters in width, called Map (Based on Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion 
Airocean World). Johns had to take the risk, due to the size of his studio, of not being able to see 
his work in its entirety until the Expo (and, dissatisfied with the result, continued to work on it for a 
further four years!), which may be one of the reasons why the painting appealed to Richard 
Jackson. For The War Room, he printed Johns’s work onto a polyhedron and folded it back into a 
globe. Around this polygonal globe, comic-like humanized duck generals in complementary 
colors—blue and orange, red and green, yellow and violet—stand facing one another, having 
sprayed each other. On both the top and the bottom of the globe are miniature drilling rigs (and 
the spitting image of the Eiffel Tower) that pump paint out of the ground like oil. Of all things, it 
had to be Fuller’s idealistic one-world map that serves as the playing field for the battle for ever 
scarcer resources. 
 
  


